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Purpose:

Develop and implement a simulation 
curriculum for residents to practice 
skills in recognizing and addressing 

microaggressions



Residency Programs: Increasingly 
incorporating Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) 
concepts into their curricula

‒Ensure residents contribute to an inclusive 

learning environment

‒ Apply equity principles to patient care

Despite these efforts, many residents report 
lack of confidence and skills in 

recognizing and addressing 
microaggressions
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So Why are We Doing This?
Mandatory Curriculum for Pediatric Residents
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• Provide tools and skills when you are faced with a 
microaggression

As a means of  self-advocacy

• Know what to do to interrupt a microaggression that 
you witness and get to practice the skills

As a means of  allyship

• There’s no excuse to tolerate microaggressions in the 
clinical environment

• They lead to patient harm

• They lead to provider harm

• They should be debriefed the way that we                       
do any other clinical scenario

As a standard of  care



METHODS:
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Developed a simulation workshop for residents led by facilitators to 
practice interrupting microaggressions delivered by actors. 

We based simulation cases on incidents residents had witnessed from 
attending physicians, nurses, and peers.  

Participating residents practiced acknowledging and addressing 
microaggressions, and subsequently                                                         
received feedback from facilitators and peers                                                             
about their approach. 
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RESULTS
- After participating in the 

workshop, 27/30 (90%) 

pediatric residents felt confident 

in their ability to intervene 

when a microaggression occurs 

versus 8/30 (27%) prior to the 

workshop. 

- All participants strongly agreed 

that this type of  training should 

be incorporated in their 

curriculum. 
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In addition to this positive feedback, 
some learners, specifically learners 
who identified as black or people of 
color, indicated feeling triggered and 
traumatized during the scenarios, in 

part because of their prior experiences 
with microaggressions in the learning 

environment. 
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RACE BASED CAUCUSING (RBC)

Race Based Caucusing: Triggers became more evident

‒Harmful to require(ask) the dis-empowered group re-
experience trauma for the benefit of the situationally 
more empowered group. 

 The importance of clarifying the "who is this work 
for?" question

• RIGHT FORUM: We were not able to explore the attitudes 
specifically of those who identified with other marginalized groups 
represented in our scenarios, since not all                                              
scenarios were race based.

Spaces for people to work within their own racial/ethnic groups
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Does the listener have a good understanding of how the 
background information influenced the project idea?

 Is it easy to understand what each session entailed?

Have we appropriately summarized our results so that we have 
centered the individuals who were traumatized in a way that we're 
not reporting "on" them but somehow including them in telling the 
story?
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QUESTIONS


